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Boeing LTS, Inc. P.O. Box 5670 Boeing LTS, Inc.
PERFORMING ORGANIZATION REPORT NUMBER
Albuquerque, NM 87185 The scope of this contract included development, design, fabrication, procurement, management, operations and maintenance of optical, electronic, and mechanical systems, subsystems, and components. Principal efforts included theory and concept development, design analysis, laboratory operations, and semiconductor laser and diode-pumped laser development, operation and maintenance. Efforts also included the development, procurement, and operation of instrumentation to evaluate and characterize laser systems.
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SPONSOR/MONITOR'S REPORT
The objective of task 0014 under the SLIDERS contract was to provide for continued research and development on a new sensor system and for on-going operation and maintenance support. Efforts supported the DELS branch of the Directed Energy Directorate at the Air Force Research Laboratory.
TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES
Task 14 was a continuation of the sensor project. This task involved lab operation and maintenance, in theater maintenance of units, including training of subcontractors for in field maintenance, and new site surveys as required. A new prototype system was partially developed in the lab under this task and was ultimately deployed to building 774, Kirtland AFB, for additional environmental and lifetime testing.
Progress on this task was slowed due to lack of funding and due to technical issues. During the research and development phase of building up the new prototype unit, the environment control unit selected for the new system enclosure developed several severe failures. A trip to the environment control unit manufacturing facility and discussions with the manufacturer's engineering staff ultimately resolved the failure mechanism.
To facilitate testing of the new prototype, a test instrumentation shed was completed by construction contractors and inspected by CE. Base CE later installed power to the shed. The new prototype system was installed, aligned and left running for data collection. A new security system was engineered and developed for the 774 area. When fully implemented the security system will include video surveillance and dial-up capabilities on alarm.
The customer we are working with visited the lab to inspect the progress of the new system. He expressed satisfaction with the improvements made to the system. Documentation of the mechanical, optical, electronics and electrical systems continue to be an on-going endeavor.
CONCLUSIONS
This task provided for continued research and development, and on-going operations support for the sensor program. We made significant progress in building up the new system and are currently testing it under various conditions at KAFB. Further efforts are required to fully test the system and to deploy it in a remote field location. 
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